INTRonUCT10~
1.1. In non-commutative probability theory a W*-algebra with a faithful normal state p is treated as a generalization of the commutative W*-algebra L," = L"(Q, F, p) of bounded random variables with the tracial state r,(f) = j / dp.
By simple manipulations of the usual delinition it is possible to describe the notion of the almost everywhere convergence of a sequence of bounded random variables on LI purely in terms of L,". The generalization of this notion to the non-commutative case leads to the following five conditions f-v,,, x are in a W*-algebra '91 with a faithful normal state p). x,, is said to converge to x (i) closely on large sets (c. 1.s.) if, for any E > 0, there is a projection e in 2I with I<& and an integer 1, such that /1 (x,, -x) PII <E for all n > 1;
(ii) nearly everywhere (n.e.) if, for any E > 0, there is a sequence of projections e, in 2l increasing to 1, such that )I (x, -x) c, II < E; (iii) almost uniformly (a.u.) if, for any E > 0, there is a projection e in 2I with ,J(C ' ) < I:, such that 11 (x,, -x) cl1 -+ 0; 143 0022-1236/86 f3.00 (iv) uniformly on increasing sets (u. i.s.) if there is a sequence of projections e, in 2I increasing to 1, such that 11 (x,, -x) e, 11 -+ 0 (as n -+ cc) for any m; (v) quasi-uniformly (q.u.) if, for any projection e#O in 9I, there is a projection 0 #f< e, .f in '$I, such that 11 (x, -x) .f I -+ 0.
In the commutative case where '21= L'(Q, p) and y= r,,, it is easily seen, when using Egorov's theorem, that each of these conditions is equivalent to the convergence x,(w) -+ x(o) a.e. in Sz.
1.2. In the sequel, 91 will be a lixed W*-algebra acting in a Hilbert space H, 2l ' -the cone of positive operators in %, /)-any faithful normal state on 'GI, x,, x---any (not necessarily bounded) operators on H. Each of conditions (i) -(v) may also then be applied. THEOREM. a. I 
c. For uny sequence (x,) and an)' algebra 'u, rhe,following implications hold for Ihe types ef convergence considered: q.u. implies a.u., a.u. is equivalent to u.i.s., a.u. implies c.l.s., c.1.s. is equivu/enI to ne.
d. In any i@Cte W*-algebra PI there ure: a sequence, (x,) such that x,, -+ 0 a.u. and x, + 0 q.u. and u sequence ( y,) satisfying yn --) 0 c.1.s. and yn t+ 0 a.u. The operators x,,, y,, may be taken in CL1 + . II. Thus [, for some vector < in qH and, in consequence, <,, 4 5 (n + z) for some r in pH. (ii) if P, = e,,,Z (the spectral projection of the operator PQP.for u Bore1 set Z), then P, = NP ,for some projector N from the centre of the algebra { P, Q ) ". ProqjI 1. The case of P, Q having a generic position. In order to prove (i), let us observe that (according to 2.3 (2)) s 0
and U* U = iJU* = 1, that is, U is a unitary operator and 1; P -Qll = 11 S;I K, whereas II P -PQPll = I I K -C'II K. To obtain (ii) it is enough to put 2. Passing to the general case. Representation 2.3 (1) is used here. (i) .
Each one of the following conditions 11 P -PQPll 6 E', IIP-(Q -Q A P')II bc (O<r: Proof. IIF-PQPl) Q IIP-PQPll = llP-QIIz whenever IIP-QII < 1. An interesting question is if there exists a subprojector Q < Q, satisfying l)p-Q)l < IIP-QII and Q<p+ P', for any projectors P<P, Q in H. It is so (and moreover, lip -Qll * < )I P -PQP\I ) when P = PN for some projector N in {P, Q}'. Thus we have the following: 2.6 . LEMMA. Let P, Q be arbitrary projectors in 8. If p( P -PQP) < J?, O<c<l,
B=e,,,(l -c2, 11, Q=Q-(Q A Pl).
Proof
The inequality p( P -P) < c is obvious. 11 P -811 < c follows from Proposition 2.4 (i) . The relation D < p + P' is a consequence of 2.4 (ii) for Z=(l-s2, 11. Namely, e<Q-QN-<N<PN+P'.
2.7. DEFINITION. Let p,fm (ma 1) be projectors in '$I. We say that the sequence (f,) traps the projector p if, for each E > 0, there exist an index k 2 1 and projectors d <p, 3~3, A (p +p-) in 91 satisfying p(p -ii) < E, II P -3s < E.
The following proposition is a basic tool in proving Theorem 1.2 bc. The proof follows from 2.6 Lemma, and the strong convergence Let s,-+e, O<c,<s,+, (s 2 1). We can choose projectors p, < p and g, <Jk, for some k, > 1, satisfying p(p-p,)<c,, I'p, -g, 11 < 1, and inductively P., + , G P.,, g., Gfk, (k, + , > k,) such that P(P., -P, + ,) < c, +, -c,, For a fixed E > 0, let us choose a sequence E, + E, 0 < E, c E, + , . We find an increasing sequence (e,) of projectors from '$1 and an increasing sequence (f,,,) of positive integers, such that p(ei) < 2.. m, (Ix,, P, II <E, for n > I,. Condition I. 1. (ii) will then be proved. The convergence e, + 1 follows from the faithfulness of the state and it is enough to put e, = .'. = e,, = 0, e, = 2, for I, <m Q I, + , .
Consequently, it is suflicient to demonstrate that if 0 <E < E and Ilx, ell <E for n > f, where e in 21 is an arbitrary projector, then there is a projector f in '?I, ebP, and some integer 7> I, such that p(F') < $ p(e'), llx,PIl <Z for n>T Let us choose 6 so that (1 -ci) '(c+S)=E. By hypothesis, there are projectors fm in PI such that p(f,,,) + 1 and !Ix,J~, 11 <d for n > I(m), for any tn 3 1. For p = e !, let 3, .x k > 1 satisfy p(p -/3) < $I( p), ,lp -311 < 6, 3G.f; A (i + e) (according to Proposition 2.8). Then, P = e +d, n > I(k) imply, by Proposition 2.2, 1(x, PII d
(1 -Ila-.fll) '(II .~r,e:l+llx,,.~ll)<(l-6) '(~+d)=~andp(P')<fp(e'). 2 .12. LEMMA. If x,, -+O u.u., ihen x,, +O uis..
Proof: We shall choose an increasing sequence (e,) of projectors in such a way that p(ei)<2 m and Jlx,e, 11 + 0 as n + 3~. Of course, it suflices to prove that, for any projector e # 1 in VI, (Ix, 411 + 0 implies the existence of a projector P> e in Cu. p(P ' ) 6 $p(ei ). IJx, PII + 0. By assumption, there are projectors .f,,, in % such that p(J;,) + 1, I, x,J, II + 0 as n + r). Applying Proposition 2.8, we get a number k and projectors fi 6 e I, 3<.fk A ($ + e) such that II .f-fil, < t and for P=e+@, p(P-) < iP(e-). Then Ilx,, PII < 2(11.~,,.711 + IIS,, ell) -+O as n + cc, by Proposition 2.2. 2.14. Proof of a., b., c. of Theorem 1.2. The proofs of implications 1.3 (i) , 1.3 (iii) , given in [l, 51, remain valid for any sequence (x,,) of not necessarily bounded operators. So, c. is a consequence of Lemmas 2.11, 2.12. Then a. and b. follow from c. and Lemmas 2.13, 2.10. 3 At present, we give some counterexamples proving Theorem 1. 2.d . Throughout this section, 9I will be a fixed infinite W*-algebra.
3.1. The construction of the operators x, in 2l+, x, + 0 a.u., x, fro q.u. Let us take a sequence (e;) of projectors from '8 satisfying e, # 0, ei I ej, ei -ej ([6,4.12] ), a sequence of numbers si > 0 satisfying 1 E: = 1 and a sequence (ui) of partial isometries satisfying u: ui = e,, uiu: = ei (i, j2 1, i #j) . There holds x, = E; ' e, -+ 0 a.u. since, for f,= (CiZPl ei)', p(f,)+ 1, x,f,=O for n>m. Note that u= C c,ui is a partial isometry since e, 5 =0 implies u{ =O, while e,c=<, e,C= [ imply (u{,ui) = Cc,E,(t,[)=(r,[).
We have u*u = e,. Denote the projector e = uu *. An arbitrary vector < = e<, ll</l = I, has the form r=ui, c=c,[, llill = I, i.e. x,,~=E,, 'e,,C~,u,i=u,,<. This means that Il.r,flI = 1 for each n 2 1 and each projector 0 #.f< L'.
3.2.
The most complicated part of the proof of Theorem 1.2.d is the construction of a sequence I?,, -+ 0 c.l.s., yn f-+ 0 a.u. To attain this we first fix projectors e, from 'It satisfying e,# < en + ,, P,, -(e,, , , -e,), n> 1, e, =Vn., e, # 0, and numbers c, > c, + , >O, Ena, c,< 1. Let u,*u,=e,, *-u,u, -en+, -en, u, in 2l. We also denote the projectors
(n 3 1). Thus .f, 6 e,, , and LEMMA. p(f,, +ei) + 1 as n -+ cl;.
proof de, -L) d de, -e,) + IIL, -e, Ii + 0. xJ'= ,E, 11511, i.e. (2) holds for n > i. Similarly, (Is, + , ei I( < llsi II + si, and (4) Ils,e, II GE;-,' I:, + I(s, II for n > i implies IIs,,+ , e, 1) < ;Is,e, I( + f:,, G XI'-, E, + Ils, II, i.e. (4) holds for each n > i. As IIs, II < (Is, + , II and IIs,, 1; < IIs, II for 1 < n < i, condition (3) is proved.
3.5. LEMMA. If 3.4 (1 ), 3.4 (3) Let us assume for simplicity that llill = 1 with C = e, 5, and that llc,,~ll < 1 for n > i (i -a fixed number B 3). That is to say, lIei ill < 2 -n~,( 1 + lb,, + , II 1. ' for n > i.
In particular, lie,{11 )f. By 3.4 (1 ), 1) .s,e,<(l 3 +E, for n > i, and, by 3.4 (3). In view of the monotonicity of the sequence (E,), which was fixed in 3.2, Ils,ill 2 lIs,e,ill -Ib,e, iii 2 (t -2 '+')s,>O for n>i (we adopt i>,3).
Thus Ils,,tll = Il.~,Jll +O.
3.6. LEMMA. The sequence ( y,), yzn = s,,, yZn , = c,, n 3 1 (according to Lemmas 3.4, 3.5) satisfy V, -+ 0 c.l.s., ,r,, f-+0 a.u., I', in 'zI+.
.
Proof
Let c > 0. In virtue of Lemmas 3. 2 and 3.4(2) , there exists a projector e = e* +,f;,i> I, satisfying p(e' ) Cc, I(s,e(l <I:, c,e = 0 for n > i. In virtue of Lemma 3.5, y, t+O a.u. Namely, if p(f') > p(e: ), for some projection,fin %, then e.*fH# {0} and IIJ,.~'II +O. (ii) For E > 0 and a projector e in 91, e # 0, there is a projector f in 'Ll, 0 #f < e, and a number l>, I, such that II .x,,.f )I < E for n > 1.
The conditions v* = 2 -'j2( u, + f42), C I?+1 =2-1J2(u,+u,. ,), w,=2-'~2(-u,+u,), H',+,=2 "2(w,+u,+,)
define inductively the operators from 9( (n 2 2):
wn= -2 On account of (5), for r, C in H, we have < =e, 5, <= erc imply (v,<, v,[)= (<,i), e,<=O implies v,t=O (similarly as for the u detined in 3.1). So, vn (and similarly w,) is a partial isometry, and UX v, = W,W, = e,. Denote the projectors s, = t',,r,*, 1, = MI,, W: (n 2 2). Then s,, t,,<~,sne,.
Let, for n,m32,
x, = 29" ) gm,=.~m+ E e,, ,>m y,, = 2"I", For arbitrary partial isometries U, 1;, and a projector g, we have that UU* <g, vu* <g, 17 = xu + Jv imply t?t in g(H) for 5 in H. That is, E* <g when a is a partial isometry. Consequently, (4) gives (by induction with respect to n 2 m) s, <g,, 1, ,< h, (n > m), i.e., 
